SAGINAW COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT RESPONDS TO SUPREME COURT RULINGS ON EXECUTIVE ORDERS

(SAGINAW) – The Saginaw County Health Department is working closely with other local health departments in Michigan to make sure recent public health orders issued from the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services on October 5 are implemented consistently across the state.

MDHHS issued the order to replace those previously issued by Governor Whitmer but ruled unconstitutional by the Michigan Supreme Court.

Chris Harrington, MPH, Health Officer, explains that the MDHHS order was issued under the broad Michigan public health code. That code grants authority to public health entities to issue epidemic orders to control the spread of disease.

The language of the new MDHHS order is consistent with previous executive order language requiring masks and restricting gathering sizes. “There are no surprises there,” Harrington notes.

“But there are lots of questions yet to be answered about how the details impact businesses and schools,” Harrington explains. She will keep the community informed as details unfold. Meanwhile, residents are still required to wear masks in public, maintain 6 feet of distance, and must limit indoor and outdoor gathering sizes to minimize the risk of spreading COVID-19.
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